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ABSTRACT
In general, it is not possible to complete the delivery of the package competently because the main challenge is insufficient smart technology to identify the user for a package authentication. Therefore, fingerprint authentication is one of the intelligent authentication ideas of the package used as one solution to the above reference problem. The model should be properly prepared with regard to behavioral design in order to incorporate the UAV transport system in cities. The drone activity preparation and fingerprint authentication model for providing solutions is suggested in this regard. In terms of the computing time of the UAV and the optimality difference, the experimental results indicate a feasible solution and provide an efficient solution model.

INTRODUCTION
In 1849, Austria released an unmanned balloon full of bombs to attack Venice. The development of UAV systems began in the early 1900s, an era that was war-oriented and focused on military practice. The development that began in 1900 continued during World War I, and various aircraft were born when the Timeton-Wright Aircraft Company invented an unmanned air torpedo that would fall and explode at a preset time. With a focus on the invention of unmanned aerial vehicles, various remote-controlled aircraft were developed after World War I, including Hewitt-Sperry automatic aircraft. The first scaled remote control car was developed in 1935 by celebrity and model aircraft enthusiast Reginald Denny. Then there was a more technological boom during World War II — for training purposes and attack missions. In that era, Germany was a giant in automobiles and aerospace and made the most inventions in related fields. They used various drones during World War II. In the last few years, the use of lightweight and small surface area drones has increased significantly. The use of drones is increasingly volatile and widespread. As in previous decades, drones were used only for military purposes, but now people with large agricultural lands use drones for multi-mission applications. Many rescue units or disaster management personnel have used drones for search operations. To save human lives, drones are an amazing invention with huge benefits. UAVs with vertical launch capabilities are particularly interesting because they can operate anywhere with a small surface area and complete the mission.
in the shortest amount of time. Therefore, for this reason, the multi-rotor drone is the best drone with VTOL features, and it also has an excellent camera platform that can achieve perfect images. In terms of VTOL characteristics, the experiment with a single-rotor configuration vehicle has been considered and the development of a reduced model helicopter has been achieved through decades of research. Despite the successful invention of the single rotor engine, this configuration still has many shortcomings. The most complicated drawback is the connection connected to the tail rotor, which leads to reliability and inefficiency, which leads to maintenance costs, and it is difficult to operate under different atmospheric conditions. For single-rotor engines, safety is also a major issue. The machine is unreliable due to failure of propulsion. Therefore, scientists and engineers sought an alternative configuration that led to the development of a unique drone with VTOL capabilities, resulting in a multi-rotor aircraft, i.e. a machine with more than two rotors.

**DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF AIRFRAME**

The traditional method of achieving a dynamic model is based on a physical understanding of the system. Use physics-based simulation methods to study and analyze aerodynamic, inertial and structural properties of aircraft components and estimate model parameters based on these analysis results. Accurate modeling using this traditional technique has proven to be difficult, and sometimes there are shortcomings in the practice of small rotorcraft. Various effects such as aerodynamics, gyro effect and gravity affect the movement of the aircraft during flight. Due to their size, the large vulnerability of small rotorcraft to turbulence further complicates the modeling process. After obtaining the model, further adjustments are needed to obtain an acceptable prediction of the dynamics of the four-axis aircraft, usually by constantly comparing the virtual model with the actual dynamics of the aircraft through simulation. Due to complex aerodynamic interactions and high sensitivity to external forces, this process can be a time consuming task for small rotorcraft.

To make the modeling more accurate and achieve less modeling time, dynamic modeling selects the system identification method. System identification is another process used to generate a dynamic model of a given system. System identification does not use the above methods, but uses the measurement input and output time history collected during the test to capture the dynamic properties of a particular system. After collecting and extracting flight data, the data is processed through a unique system identification process that follows the procedures for different dynamic coefficients for statistical learning. Then, the calculated dynamic mathematical model is used to simulate the dynamics of the system. Since the actual data collected from a given system is used in the modeling process, it can be considered that the extracted dynamic model using system recognition is more accurate than the physics-based simulation method and can be generated in less time. In a world where simulation accuracy and time are key factors in model development, the benefits of using system identification are enormous. Figure 1 outlines the general process of system identification.
System identification is widely used in flight vehicles dynamic system modeling, including UAVs. Hamel [19] listed a series of system identification researches on rotorcrafts in his report, with both time-domain and frequency-domain case studies. Jategaonkar explained a systematic approach for flight vehicle system identification, with emphasis on time-domain methodology.

**Types UAV Networks**

An unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), known as an unmanned aerial vehicle, is defined as an aircraft whose crew is replaced by computer systems and radio connections. It has different degrees of autonomy, namely remote control, complete autonomy; and can carry military payloads according to the type of mission (Danilov & Smirnov, 2015). Size and weight affect the required capacity for each task. These types of vehicles have the characteristics of sensors and payloads, such as cameras, thermal sensors, etc.; They are used to collect information in the environment for the required task. In addition, they are equipped with GPS to determine location information indicating the mission path.

The Unmanned Aerial Vehicle System (UAS) has its own rules and regulations and consists of many subsystems (Austin, 2011):

The ground control station (GCS), which includes the system operator and sends commands to the aircraft.
One type of aircraft, unmanned aerial vehicle, is responsible for transporting various types of payloads. The communication system that sends command and control input from the GCS to the aircraft, and payload and sensitive data from the aircraft to the GCS. Support equipment for maintenance purposes.

**PROPOSED METHOD**
The proposed research work is concentrated in unmanned aerial vehicles, solving various factors used in unmanned aerial vehicles, and has the potential in modern unconventional innovative design configurations to meet various aerodynamic parameters. This work considers various computational methods for the design and development of multifunction as well as artificial intelligence (AI) for advanced cognition, tracking and package delivery system. The work of delivery of the package by drone, involves here the deep learning classification algorithm for person Authentication process and classification process. When the order to deliver the package is placed, then initially OPT generate, this OTP note by the person the details like same OTP will be use for receiving package, finger print will be used for the person authentication a OTP is generated which will be sent to the ordering person and one to the which is on the drone the same OTP need to enter for the verification. When the drone reaches to the location, the need to enter the pin as pass code and fingerprint authentication and reorganization done if anyone one above method are failed, then package will not be delivered wrong person alert will show, for this deep learning classification vgg19 used for the person classification and authentication which was sent at time of ordering, to release the package.
FIGURE 2: PROPOSED FLOW DIAGRAM

By this delivery system the issue of security that what if someone stole it in the absence of the intended customer when the drone drop the package,

- To model the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle with authentication
- The process will be the UAV contains fingerprint and otp(as key) to verify the delivery receiver.
- The UAV will be simulated to reach the receiver after UAV reached the OTP will assume to be send (which is we have to enter the OTP before start of UAV). After the OTP verify the next level authentication will start
- The input finger print (as image) should enter for authentication
FIGURE 3 : FINGER PRINT DATASET

The yawing moment can be cancelled out when two rotors rotate in the opposite direction. So, the propellers are divided in two groups. In each group there are two diametrically opposite motors that we can easily observe thanks to their direction of rotation. Namely, we distinguish: • front and rear propellers (numbers 2 and 4 in Figure 4), rotating counterclockwise; • right and left propellers (numbers 1 and 3 in Figure 4), rotating clockwise.

FIGURE 4 : GUI WINDOW
FIGURE 5 : OTP GENERATION

FIGURE 6 : PACKAGE AT DOOR STEP TO DELIVER
FIGURE 7: QUADCOPTER TRAJECTORY TRACKING FOR X,Y,Z
When the four rotor speeds synchronously increase and decrease is also required in the vertical movement. Because of four inputs and six outputs in a quadrotor, such quadrotor is considered an under actuated nonlinear complex system. In order to control it, some assumptions are made in the process of quadrotor modeling the quadrotor is a rigid body; the structure is symmetric; the ground effect is ignored.
CONCLUSION
To achieve secure Unmanned Aerial Vehicle delivery system which can identify the client by two level authentication using fingerprint and OTP and ensure the packet will deliver to correct client. Unmanned Aerial Vehicle could improve accuracy and reduce human effort and cost and also eco-friendly. This Unmanned Aerial Vehicle system has wide variety of applications in various areas such as e-commerce, agriculture, aerial survey. The work of delivery of the package by drone, involves here the deep learning technique, sensor Hardware and Authentication process. When the order to deliver the package is placed using the website a pin is generated which will be sent to the ordering person and one to the GSM which is on the drone. When the drone reaches to the location, the need to enter the pin as pass code and fingerprint authentication and face reorganization done if anyone one above methods are failed, which was sent at time of ordering, to release the package. If the pin matches and fingerprint, the package will get released from some locking mechanism otherwise the drone won’t release the package and will return back to the source location.
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